Short-rise Platform Lift



A-flex design
responds to the market demands on usage of space, functionality & safety

A-flex

Access Etc. designs for a better environment.

Access Etc specialise in the supply and installation of Platform Lifts.
Throughout Retail, Education, Commercial offices, Public Buildings
and Private Dwellings. We provide consultancy and experience based
knowledge for our clients, to ensure inclusive design access solutions.
For advise on Platform Lifts or to arrange a site consultation, contact
Access Etc offices on 0844 879 4312
or email: enquiry@etc-access.com

A-flex fits elegantly into most buildings.
delivered in steel combined with steps and
handrails in materials to match surrounding
interior and architecture. The A-flex Compact
is delivered for indoor as well as for outdoor
applications.
Equal Access
The A-flex Compact replaces the normal
staircase with a lift and staircase in the same
product. Simple button controls change the
staircase into a lifting platform providing easy
and safe access between levels.
Safety
The A-flex Compact is equipped with
all thinkable safety features: Roll-off
protection, squeezing, fault operation,
malfunction, etc. If one of these safety
features is activated, the A-flex
Compact will immediately stop moving
and an alarm will sound.

Stairs

Technical.

Dimensions.

Platform
Lift

The minimum size of the lifting
platform is 1200(L) x 900(W) mm,
but can be made in larger lengths on
request. The A-flex Compact is
supplied with a maximum lifting
height of 1250 mm.
Installation.
A-flex requires no modifications
to the existing building, other than
replacing an existing staircase. Only
requirements for the A-flex Compact
is a level floor and power supply.

All in
One

Specifications.
Power Supply: 230v – 10 amps
Max. load: 200kg

The A-flex Compact operates through
four linear actuators. An advanced
control ensures a perfect synchronous
& smooth movement. The A-flex
Compact is equipped with a special
safety circuit, which includes infrared
sensors, ensuring no accidents will
happen during operation of the A-flex
compact.
Functionality.
Using the A-flex Compact is extremely
simple. From upper or from lower level
the staircase can be changed to a
lifting platform and movement up and
down is operated on the panel on the
lifting platform. All safety functions are
controlled automatically. The A-flex
returns to position as a staircase after
one minute without operation.









 

